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Since man was created â€œin the image of God,â€• each organ of the human body has a spiritual as

well as physical meaning. Based on Rebbe Nachman of Breslovâ€™s teachings, this fascinating

study uncovers the mystical connection between each aspect of the human body â€“ the skeletal

and muscular system, the circulatory and respiratory systems, the reproductive system, and more

â€“ and the Ten Sefirot, plus the five levels of the soul. Heighten your awareness of the awesome

spiritual power you have at your fingertips, and in all your other limbs as well.
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As another reviewer wrote, this book is not a beginner's book on Kabbalah.If you have some

understanding of Kabbalah this book can really open up some intriguing subjects!There are many

deep concepts in this work, among them are the spiritual aspects of blood and a view on the four

creatures of Ezekiel.The power in praying particular Psalms is another concept that I benefited

from.This book is like a biology book of the human soul and it's an amazing read!"Anatomy Of The

Soul" is the first book by Rebbe Nachman of Breslev that I have read.I don't know that it's a book

that every reader would appreciate but as a non-Jew I found a lot of clarity on difficult subjects when

I read the book.

This book touches you in a way that can not be explained..sadly the author passed away at a very

young age but you feel like you are sitting with a very wise old man listening to him tell you the

secrets of the universe. This is a must have for every book shelf. I think I will be ordering another

one just so my husband can have his own.



If u ever wonder how the body and soul are connected and how closely they work together - this is

the book for u.If u believe that spiritual ailments reflect themselves in the body - buy this book - it's a

step by step map of this incredible relationship - all explained in easy to understand and user -

friendly language.

It clarified a lot of the basic kabbalistic knowledge that one has about sefirot etc. i think everybody

who cares to know why they are on this earth and how to manage staying pure should read it. It is

for those who care about their spirituality.

Great read and still reading, good information for body and soul. Great healing tool too. I needed

this book! Thank you

If your looking for truth instead of christian crap, this is the book for you. Christians lean too much on

their own understanding and have unteachable spirits. So for good sound teaching look to the jews.

For those who have ears to hear.

This is not a book for beginneres of the light reader. If you are ready to learn about the parts of your

soul, take it seriously then this is the book for you. other people should look elsewhere.

This book has so much information, from a Hebraic/Kabbalistic perspective, I initially purchased a

hard copy in spanish and later found a digitial copy in English, and didn't care to make the extra

investment, well worth the money.
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